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Committee Ongoing Actions

- Virtual Distinguished Lecture Series
  - New AESS LinkedIn Page
- IEEE Learning Network
- DL Selection Criteria
- AESS YouTube Channel
 Nearly ALL DL have been virtual
 60 Distinguished Lectures
   - Includes 17 AESS Virtual DLs
For AESS Virtual DL
   - Attendees Min 25 Max 102 Mean 60
   - 1-week Min 65 Max 330 Mean 173
Other Virtual DL
   - Avg 35(?) Max 1200
2021 Distinguished Lectures

- 15 Planned Virtual DL from the Series
  - 6 Additional DL so far...

For AESS Virtual DL
- Attendees Min 45 Max 96 Mean 74
- 1-week Min 203 Max 298 Mean 244

BETTER OUTREACH THAN 2020!!
Discussion Topics or Issues

- Virtual DL should become a standard offering after COVID
  - To benefit members, distinguished lecturers *must* present at least once
  Virtual DL

- The IEEE AESS Virtual DL Series should open to non-DL speakers as well.

- Virtual Short Courses?